
“Imagine! The best of Howard Zinn and Martin Duberman between two covers. . . . 
Martin Duberman’s insightful, vividly written, splendid biography . . . is profoundly 
moving and perfectly timed.” —BLANCHE WIESEN COOK, author of Eleanor Rooseveltmoving and perfectly timed.”

“[A] masterful biography.” 
—PAUL BUHLE, editor of A People’s 

History of American Empire

“Martin Duberman has written a fi ne 
biography. He brings us the extraordinary 
life of Howard Zinn in an account that is 

well-informed and empathetic.” 
—FRANCES FOX PIVEN

“A long overdue examination of the 
extraordinary historian who changed the way 

we understand American history forever.” 
—MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN, 

president of the Children’s Defense Fund 

“This book is destined to be a classic 
of twentieth-century history.” 
—MARK KURLANSKY, author of 

Nonviolence: The History of a Dangerous Idea 
and 1968: The Year That Rocked the World
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As the only journal that specifically  

addresses the problems of the 

Mediterranean region, Mediterranean 

Quarterly is in a position to account 

for many of the crucial developments 

in international politics and policy that  

are redefining the world order. This 

unique publication presents global 

issues with a Mediterranean slant and 

regional struggles of global impact. 

Subscribe today
(quarterly)

Individuals: $30

Students: $16 (photocopy of vaalid student ID required)

To order, please visit 

dukeupress.edu/mq.



For more than a quarter of a century,  
Radical History Review has stood at the point 
where rigorous historical scholarship  
and active political engagement converge.

Articles in RHR address issues of  
gender, race, sexuality, imperialism, and  
class, stretching the boundaries of  
historical analysis to explore Western  
and non-Western histories. 
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Subscribe today  
(three issues annually)

Online access, RSS feeds, and table-of-contents alerting are available 

with a print subscription. 

Individuals: $35 

Students: $22 

(photocopy of valid student ID required)

To order, please visit 

dukeupress.edu/rhr.

Upcoming and recent issues

Walkers, Voyeurs, and the Politics of Urban Space (no. 114)  
Robin Autry and Daniel J. Walkowitz, issue editors

“Calling the Law into Question”:  
Confronting the Illegal and Illicit in Public Arenas (no. 113)
Amy Tyson and Andy Urban, issue editors


